
How to Tell Time 
These pictures show what Mini and Jojo did all day. Read the time carefully. 

Wake-up time School time Lunch time Play time Bedtimee 

Wake-up time School time Library period Dinner time Bedtime 

A Fill in the blanks given below. 

1. Mini wakes up at o'clock in the morning. 
2. Jojo wakes up at y eno'clock in the morning. 

3 Jojo has a library period at Lo'clock in the morning. 

4 Mini has her lunch at wAo'clock in the afternoon. 

5. Mini plays at hree_o'clock in the afternoon. 

6. Jojo has his dinner at_LoT_o'clock at night. Wise Owl says... 

B Write True or False. Before clocks were invented 
people used sundials and sand 
hourglasses to tell the time. 

1. Jojo wakes up before Mini. 

2. Mini and Jojo go to school at the same time. 

Mini has her lunch after she plays. 
4. Mini goes to bed before Jojo. 
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Landforms and 
Water Bodjes 

Look carefully at the picture below. 

Mountain 

aterfal Hill 
Island 

Plain 
Valua 

Lake 
River Ocean 

Forest Beach 

Now write whether these sentences are true or false. 

1. An ocean is larger than a lake. 

2. A lake does not have land on all sides.als2 00 
3. A hill is shorter than a mountain. ue Wise Owl says.. 
4. A valley lies between two hills or mountains. The highest mountain in 

the world is Mt Everest. 5. A river flows into a sea or an ocean,rU 
6. A flat land is calleda plain. u 
7. A forest has lots and lots of trees. 

8. The sandy land near an ocean or a sea is called a beach. 

The longest rivers in the 
world are the Nile and 
the Amazon. 

The largest island in the 
world is Greenland. 

9. A waterfall flows from bottom to top. alse 

10. An island is a piece of land with water on all sides. 
The largest desert in 

the world is the Sahara 
desert. 
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